
XSNano Fuel Trial

1 lntroduction

)o(xx xxxx aim to save 5olo on maintenance and running costs, a significant portion of which is fuel
costs.

There is an opportunity to start using the XSNano product to increase fuel efficiency. The supplier
reports increase in efficiency of 10o/o - 2804.

There are two products to Trial:
. NDA which treats the diesel
. NLA which treats the lubricating oil

2 Determining Success

The project will be deemed successful as per the table below.

FuelEfficiency
Gain l"/"1* Cost Savings (%) Project Trial

< 7.41 <0 Not Successful

10 2.8 Successful

15 8.2 Successful

20 13.6 Successful

28 22.4 Successful

* This is based on an additive cost of 6.4c per litre of diesel
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3 Test Methodology

We propose testing the product three groups of prime movers as shown in the table below:

Table 1 frfal Assets

Dosing is to be performed by applying the XSNano directly to the fuel tank. A container of XSNano is
to be kept at the refueling point.

Each prime mover is to have a sticker on the fuel cover stating that the vehicle is part of the XSNano
Additive Trial.

Every time fueling is performed, the number of L added, and additive applied is to be recorded in a
logbook (kept with each vehicle) - see Attachment 1.

Each driver is to be briefed on the trial before driving any of the trial vehicles.

0.1m| of XSNano is required per L of fuel added. and the driver can use Attachment 2 to work out how
much XSNano to measure.

Procedure for refueling and dosing is as below:
1) Fill tank with diesel- record how much diesel entered the tank
2) Determine quantity of XSNano required (dieseladded x 0.1m1), using Attachment 1

3) Measure XSNano (using measuring cylinder) and apply to fuel tank

We will perform a trial, and compare the data for the truck with and without the XSNano added.

?
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Group 1 2 3

Make Freightliner Wesiern Star Kenworth

Model c120 6S64FX T650

Name PRM21,I BM PRM213BM PRM214BM PRM253BM PRM252BM PRM292BM PRM291 BM

Year 20a4 2044 2003 2010 2010 2007 2007

Additive Fuel Only Fuel / Oil Control Fuel Only Control Fuel Only Control

Current Hours 49,517 51 ,615 6,324 38,799 24,681 60,745 25,393

Engine Make Caterpillar Caterpillar Caterpillar Cummins Cummins Cummins Cummins

Engine
Caoacitv (Ll 16 16 16 15 15 15 '15

Gearbox itrake Eaton
R/Ranoer

Eaton
R/Ranncr

Eaton
RlR2nn.r

Eaton
R/Renonr

Eaton
R/Rrnoer

Eaton
R/Ranoer

Eaton
R/Ranoer

Gearbox Model RTLO2O91 8B RTL02O918B RTLO2Og188 RTL022918B RTL022918B RTLO2Ogl88 RTLO2O918B

Combination
Tvoe

BBAB BBAB BBAB BBAB BBAB BBAB BBAB

GCM 140 140 140 140 140 130 130



3.1 Quantity Required

For the 8 week trial period we will burn = 200,000 L so will require 20 L of XSNano.

3,2 Notes
3.2.1 Fuel Filters

It is not necessary to change fuel filters during or prior to the initial use of XSNano.

However, if there is bacterial growth in fuel tanks or lines the XSNano will kill the infection and clear
the system.

This residue would be trapped in the fuel filter and could effect the outcome of fuel economy readings.

The effect of the XSNano should be immediately noticed within the first tank of fuel- lf there is no
noticeable improvement, the fuel filter on the truck should be replaced. lf this occurs we will take a
photo of the condition of the filter and any sludge or contamination found.

3.3 Data lntegrity

Data integriiy will be managed as followed:
r Measurements come directly from the engine management system (through ECM reader) so

results cannot be tampered with
r Baseline measurements will be taken over a month period
. A form will be completed each time fuel and additive is added to the prime mover's tank

Key risks to the trial, and control to rectify are shown below:

4 Results

3

ZERO HARM

Risk Control(s)

Driver forgets to apply additive
Sticker on fuel tank, form to be completed every
time refueling, training for drivers prior to starting
lrial

Accuracy of measurements

Using ECM reader to determine baseline

lnitiat triat resultsto be taken from bou+ser and
readinq and dash hourslkms

Trucks are working on different iobslroutes Trucks have been orouped accordinq to work



Attachment I - XSNano Trial Form
Prime Mover

Bata Driver ,Kms. 'Fuel {L) FPG (mL),

1
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Attachmen t 2 - Reference Ta ble
Fuet Addeil lL) XSNano to Add (mL)

200 20

21A 2:1

220 22

23& ,23

240 24

25.0 . .25

260 26

zza 27

280 28

'.29a 29
300 30

.3X0 31

320 a2

,330 33

340 34

3so 35

360 36

370 ,17

380 38

39A 39

400 4A

,4tB 41

420 42

434 43.

440 44

450 *5
450 46

470 ,47

480 48

490 .rt9

500 50
's1'0 51

520 52

'530 53

540 54

550 55

s50 56

57A 57

580 58

J
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Lubrication Solutions Pty Ltd

au:i sa?ers abd

Po Box 1011 Capalaba 415?
Ph{}7 38241653 mob 04110241L7
Email ; sales@LubricationSolutions. com. au

wwvi-Lubric ationS o lutions- c onL au

There is usually no need to change fuel filters.

However" If there is no significant response in fuel economy in first tank, the fuel filters may
need changing as the XSNano has cleaned the fuel system.

lf they do need to change a filter, could they take a photo of the dirty filter and send it to me
please.

Also can we possibly get a photo of each truck involved in trials?

Please make sure the person running the tests reads the information below.

Are any of the trucks selected for triol using 'Adblue' or any other Selective Cotolytic

Reduction (SCR) system?

If so, can the drivers also monitor the fluid levels in SCR fill tank and usage before, during
and aller trials?

And if possible use at least one truck without SCR unit for comparison.

It is usually not necessary to change fuel filters during or prior to the initial use of XSNano.

However, if there is bacterial growth in fuel tanks or lines the XSNano will kill the infection
and clear the system.

This residue would be trapped in the fuel filter and could affect the outcome of fuel economy
readings.

The effect ofthe XSNano should be immediately noticed within the first tank of fuel. If there
is no noticeable improvement, the fuel filter on the truck should be replaced. If this occurs
please take a photo of the condition of the filter and any sludge or contamination found.

Running just one tank of fuel after replacement of fuel filter is a short time frame to correct
and register improvement. And I would suggest running another two tank loads. (One extra
litre ofNDA)



Results generally show an improvement in economy then a slight downtum followed by a
greater improvement which improves with continued use. We don't know why sometimes
there is the downtum after initial improvement, but it has been noticed on several trucks Q'{ot
Ail).

Also, most truck drivers are acutely aware of the day to day running of their truck and general
well being.

But I would ask them to pay special attention before, during and after the trials the overall
performance and "feeling" of the truck they are driving.

Things to take notice of include;

Emissions

Smoke emissions fiom exhaust on start up, when under load or changing gears, and when
using the exhaust brake. Smoke can be black for diesel or blue/grey for engine oil).

Increase in power.

General overall power and less gear changes when traveling up hills or inclines. Not as much
pressure on accelerator pedal when cruising etc

And I would ask the drivers to write their comments and observations after the trials and add
them to the report.

NB. Bacterial growth (diesel bug) can be present and go undetected until it multiplies and
causes damage. There are about 27 differerrt types of 'diesel bug' and typically they grow in
moisture and feed on fuel.

Condensation in tanks is an ideal situation for diesel bug growth.

As stated the XSNano will kill and prevent the growth of diesel bug. (Another added benefit
from using XSNano is clean trouble free fuel systems).

Regards

Kwin Carpenter - Mobile 0411fr24117 - email; Kevin@lubricationsolutions.com.au
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Attachnient L - XSNano Trial Form
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Attachment L - XSNano Trial Form
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Attachment 1 - XSNano Trial Farm
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I,ve done the numbers based on the sheets the drivers have frlled in, and we did see some

improvement:

KevinlDan'doyouknowanyreasonwhywewouldSeeworseresultsfromPRM253?



Fuel Trial - ACLAND

Unit Number Role Date Time
Engine ECM

Hours
Fuel Burn

Litres
Current Average

km/ltr Odometer


